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KOVOVO TRUST AGENCY 
CONTINUES PAYMENTS TO WORKERS OF PRIVATISED SOEs 

 
PRISTINA- The Kosovo Trust Agency today announced that it is continuing to transfer 
monies to the Federation of Independent Trade Unions, (‘BSPK’) for payment to the workers 
of SOE’s which have been privatised.   
 
As part of the privatisation process, the workers of SOE’s, which are privatised, are entitled 
to 20% of the sales price of the shares in the new subsidiaries created to transfer the assets. 
 
The Special Chamber has concluded deliberations on the composition of a number of the 
workers lists for the SOEs.   
 
As part of the privatisation process, the Special Chamber reviews the list of workers who 
are eligible for the 20% payment, to ensure that workers are not unfairly excluded, whether 
due to discrimination or other causes. 
 
Decisions have been given by the Special Chamber covering the composition of the lists for 
the following 10 SOE’s: 
 
Termosistemi, Energoinvest, ENG Beton, IMB, Lux, IMN 19 Qershori, Trepca Confection, 
Fish Economy, Montazhi and Wood Combine. 
 
Funds have already been released in respect of the distributions for the first 7 SOE’s and the 
funds for the remaining 3 SOE’s will be issued very shortly. 
 
There are two further SOE’s where decisions by the Special Chamber have still to be issued: 
Farmakos and Kosovoplast.   
 
In addition, a list to cover the various operating units of SOE “Sharr” is to be compiled and 
published soon. 
 
Payments made by KTA to workers of SOE’s to date 
 
• Termosistemi:    over €40,000.    Paid to BSPK 2 Dec. 2004. 

 
• ENG Beton:    over €85,000.  Paid to BSPK 15 Dec. 2004. 
 
• IMN Qershori:    over €160,000 Paid to BSPK 15 Dec. 2004. 
 
• Trepca Confection:   over €70,000   Paid to BSPK 17 Dec. 2004. 
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• IMB:     over €160,000.  Paid to BSPK 10 Feb. 2005 
 
• LUX Shopping Mall:   over €400,000.  Paid to BSPK 10 Feb. 2005 
 
• 19 Qershori:    over €160,000.  Paid to BSPK 15 Dec. 2004 
 
• Energoinvest:    over €255,000.  Paid to BSPK 16 Feb. 2005 
 
• Fish Economy:    over €400,000.  Paid to BSPK 8 March 2005 
   
• Montazhi:    over €40,000.    To be paid to BSPK in the next few days. 
 
• Wood Combine:    over €510,000.  Final verification for confirmation on                  

calculations from SOE. To be paid shor.   calculations from SOE. To be paid shortly. 
 
• Farmakos/Kosovoplast:  Hearings at the Special Chamber not yet completed. 
 
 
KTA released in total over 1,600,000 Euro for 1377 workers so far.  
 
 
KTA, the Special Chamber and BSPK – strong protection for individual rights 
 
The relationship between the BSPK, the KTA and the Special Chamber of the Supreme Court 
of Kosovo is an important part of the strong system of protections and safeguards, which 
ensures the fairness, and transparency of the Privatisation process in Kosovo. 
 
First, the KTA determines that a business enterprise is an SOE. 
 
Second, the KTA tenders the SOE for sale. 
 
Third, following the sale of the SOE, the SOE’s trade union and Worker’s Council, in 
cooperation with BSPK, prepare a list of workers who are eligible to receive part of the 20% 
of the sale price of the shares. 
 
Fourth, the KTA advertises these lists of workers in local newspapers. 
 
Fifth, any person who feels that he or she has been wrongly left off the list may lodge a claim 
with the Special Chamber of the Supreme Court of Kosovo. 
 
Sixth, the Special Chamber of the Supreme Court of Kosovo considers the claims from those 
who wish to be added to the list and will order the addition of those whose claims it accepts.   
 
Seventh, the original published list is amended to take account of the decisions by the Special 
Chamber of the Supreme Court of Kosovo and the amounts payable to each worker is 
calculated – the individual amount will be influenced by the length of time a person has 
worked at the SOE. 
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Privatisation in Kosovo to date 
 
KTA has tendered four waves of SOE’s for Privatisation: 
 
The first and second waves of privatisation have been almost completed. 
 
DSRSG Joachim Ruecker signed and ratified most of the third wave contracts within the last 
two weeks.  KTA staff are finalizing these transactions. 
 
The fourth wave contracts are being completed and will be ready for signature and 
ratification shortly. 
 
The fifth wave of privatisation is expected to be launched shortly. 
 
 
 
Persons wishing to learn more about SOE’s available for purchase in the fifth wave, and in 
upcoming waves, should contact the KTA Privatisation Department at + 381-38-500-400 ext. 
1255, or via e-mail at kta@eumik.org.   Further details are available on the KTA website:  
www.kta-kosovo.org. 
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